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Calendar
July 29-August 22

29 What: PCA Western Australia local
government breakfast
Where: Swan Room, Parmelia Hilton, Mill St,
Perth, 7.00am

30 What: Eric Parker Travelling Scholarship
annual dinner. Special speaker John
Daubney of Rice Daubney
Where: Royal Motor Yacht Club, Toronto,
NSW, 6.30pm

1 What: Process: Peter Woolard of 101
Architecture, Philip Harmer of Harmer
Architecture and Cameron Neil and
Christopher Idle of Neil & Idle Architecture
Where: Loop, 23 Meyers Place, Melbourne

2 What: ABS retail trade figures for June 2005
released

3 What: ABS building approvals figures for
June 2005 released

4 What: GPT 2005 half-year profit result,
Investa 2004-05 full-year profit result

5 What: PCA ACT 2005 awards night and gala
ball presented by St Hilliers
Where: National Museum of Australia,
Lawson Crescent, Acton Peninsula, 7.30pm

8 What: Bunnings Warehouse Property Trust
and Centro Properties Group 2004-05 full-
year profit results

9 What: ABS housing finance figures for June

10 What: Stockland 2004-05 full-year result
What: PCA Victoria office market report
breakfast
Where: Mayfair Ballroom, Grand Hyatt
Melbourne, Level 8, 123 Collins St, 7.30am

17 What: CFS Gandel, Commonwealth Property
Office Fund, Leighton Holdings, Lend Lease,
Macquarie DDR 2004-05 full-year results

18 What: Macquarie Office Trust and Multiplex
2004-05 full-year profit results

19 What: Mirvac and Valad 2004-05 results

22 What: Galileo Shopping America and
Macquarie CountryWide 2004-05 full-year
profit results
What: PCA Queensland downtown lunch
with Labor Leader Kim Beazley
Where: Grand Ballroom, Sofitel Brisbane,
249 Turbot St, 12.30pm
primedates@theaustralian.com.au

Common laws needed as billions are tied up by bad debts

Kim Lovegrove

Despite some
improvements
bad debts are
still crippling the
industry

BADand tardy debt in the building industrymust be
costing the country billions of dollars a year. There
areparts of the industry thathavea culture of tardy

payment, paying scant regard to contractual terms.
Typically, building contracts provide that payments

have to be made in anything from 10 to 30 days.
Wishful thinking indeed. People we know in the

building industry frequently complain that the normal
turnaround time can be 60 to 90 days.
This is a malaise in the construction industry.
To digress a little, I was at a famous old Madrid

restaurant four years ago, and seated next to my wife
and me was a distinguished German couple.
We exchanged pleasantries, the gentlemanmentioned

he was in engineering and did some business in
Australia. But he planned to abort all business dealings
here because it took six months to get paid.

‘‘Don’t be alarmed,’’ I said. ‘‘That’s not unusual. You
don’t need to close operations for that reason alone. In
Australiaagreatmanybusinessespay lateandonlyafter
considerable prompting. Just be a better prompter.’’
Whether one is dealing with builders, subcontractors

or suppliers, a large percentage of bills are paid late.
Tardy payment contaminates the entire construction
food chain and can wreak havoc. The late-payment

syndrome has also spawned a huge amount of debt-
chasing infrastructure.Whether the company is large or
small, the most critical operative is the financial
controller who gets the bills out, then gets payment in.
Most companies have comprehensive money-chasing

systems: seven-day, 14-day, 30-day letters; phone calls;
repeat phone calls; dummy summonses; threats and
more threats. Some of the systems are conventional and
some are not (such as limb realignment).
Imagine the cost of stationery, postage, human

resources, interest on overdue accounts, union interven-
tion to exact payment, lawyers, debtor agencies and the
write-offs. It would be well into billions of dollars
annually.
The magnitude of the problem is such that it has

become more than endemic; it has become systemic.
Hence thedisquietharbouredby theGermanengineer.

He thought there was something so wrong that he felt
compelled to close his operations. But it dependswhether
you are looking through German or antipodean lenses.
The legal profession is not immune from the tardy or

bad-debt syndrome, but it can protect itself by the
operation of trust accounts. Pay the money into an
account before we can act.
The building industry has not to date been able to do

this. This being the case an environment has been
established where last-resort measures such as aggres-
sive union activity and the threats and enactment of
black banning on building sites can be found.
The most ominous downside of all this is that when

there is an economic contraction in the industry, such as
now, the longer a client takes to pay, the further exposed
the creditor is.
A good contractor, doing good work, who is owed

money, stillhas topaycreditorsandemployees,even ifhe
is subject to the ‘‘drip feed’’. The drip feed, or the 90 per
cent factor, is well known in the building industry.
These expressions were coined when payments were

late and/or when only part-payment made.
Sometimes, it’s when the job is finished and the final

payment is withheld, along with the reassurance that if
you want the money, we’ll see you in court.
When the payment delays increase, the contractor’s

risk of insolvency becomes real, not just for that party
but also for those in the chain depending on that
contractor. So what’s the cure?
There have been attempts, most notably security-for-

payment legislation enacted in a number of Australian
jurisdictions. In NSW new legislation appears to be
working well and there have been more than 300

determinations. Anecdotally, the NSW experience is
improving the tardy-payment culture.
Compare this with Victoria, where there have only

been a handful of determinations.

The problem there seems to be the difficulty with
enforceability of applications for security for payment.

As the Victorian legislation has in large part proved to
be benign, there is reluctance on the part of contractors
to resort to the legislation, hence the uptake is low.
There are, however, amendments going through the

Victorian Parliament that, hopefully, will cure some of
the legislative impediments.

It would help if there was a harmonised approached to
security-for-payment legislation, where best-practice
laws are applied. The differences between the state acts
are anything but useful.

With one construction industry serving 20 million
people, the country can ill afford the luxury of different
state acts dealing with a common problem. Some laws
are clearly working and some are spluttering.

In an ideal world a uniform approach would exist to deal
with a crippling problem that does not respect borders.

Kim Lovegrove is a lawyer with Lovegrove Solicitors
lovegrovesolicitors@bigpond.com
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LA likeness lingers in la-la land
TALE OF TWO CITIES – SYDNEY AND LOS ANGLES

74km

212km

L.A.

Sydney

Sydney Harbor LA motorway

Bernard Salt

Likening
Sydney’s size
and growth to
Los Angeles’
does not bare
close scrutiny

THERE it sits, sprawled along the Pacific
Coast oozing east and spilling south thrust-
ing into valleys and cramming into canyons,
smiting and consuming all that would stand

in its way.
It is the beast, it is the behemoth; it delivers on the

planner’s promise of Armageddon in our time; it is the
shock city of the 20th century; it is Los Angeles.
Here is a city of breathtaking proportions, every one of

them bad. Here is a city blasphemously named for ‘‘the
angels’’ when it should have been named for the demons.
Here is a city universally, no, feverishly, condemned by

urbanplanners everywhere for its scale, its form, its values
and its very existence.
Despite our revulsionwithLosAngeles, this city radiates

sufficient cultural power to command us to learn the
minutiae of its geography.
Beverly Hills is for the rich and 90210 is its zip code;

Melrose and Sunset are hip strips; RodeoDrive is where a
Pretty Woman once shopped; the OC is a county of
youthful indulgences. We have even, like, totally learned
the valley-speak dialect of this city’s suburbs.
Perhaps it is because of LA’s extraordinary cultural

power that it is so reviled by remote Australian planners,
ever eager to assert their independence froma truly global
metropolis.
After all, the gospel according to St Aussie’s urban

planners is that if we do not repent from our wicked and
profligate suburban sprawl and adopt policies of urban
consolidation,ourcities toowillmost surelybedamned like
the fallen and godless city of the angels: ‘‘You wouldn’t
want our cities being defiled by low-density suburbia and
turned into another Los Angeles, would you?’’
Spooked by planners’ invocation of the LA spectre, the

masses clamour for the politically correct response: ‘‘Oh
no Mr Planner, we don’t want our cities turning into
another LA. Please save, protect and anoint uswith urban
growth boundaries. And should any non-believing prop-
erty developers fail to embrace your light then you must
tax them until they too believe.’’
It is time to shed light into the dark and fetid corner of

the type of planning zealotry that predicts disaster, of Los-
Angelean proportions, for Australian cities practising
unsafe development without the protection of an urban
growth boundary.
Let usmeasure our largest city,Sydney, and compare its

sprawl with that of LA. Let us see how close to eternal
damnation this sprawling city of sin is sailing.
First, let us measure ‘‘the beast’’.
LA’s urban mass comprises five counties with a com-

binedpopulationof 17.5millionatJuly2004,up260,000or1.5
per cent over the previous year.
New York is bigger with 21.9 million and Phoenix is

growing faster with an annual increase of 3.4 per cent.
But where LA truly separates itself from the pack is in

the scale of its urban form.
It extends 212km along an east-west axis, its primary

urban footprint containing 89 per cent of themetropolitan
population covered 7287 sqkm at a density of exactly 2000
persons a square kilometre at the time of the 2000 Census.

Thenext fastest-growingUScityaddingnewresidents is
Phoenix,which increasedby 122,100people over theyear to
July 2004.
In otherwords, last yearLAaddedmore thandouble the

number of people than did the next highest-ranked
American city in terms of absolute growth.
We Australians also have huge cities. Sydney, with

4.2million residents, is nowpowering ahead at theungodly
speed of, wait for it, 34,000 people or 0.8 per cent per year.
If we add Newcastle and Wollongong to the Sydney

leviathan the current rate of population growth across the
conurbation surges to 40,000 per year.

‘‘It’s only a matter of time before Sydney turns into
another Los Angeles. Repent now and embrace urban
growth boundaries now before it is too late.’’
But this scarey comparison between Sydney and the

Western World’s biggest, meanest and nastiest car-based
city, LA, just doesn’t stack up.
Sydney’s contiguous suburban sprawl extends at best, or

worst, 74kmfromManly toLawson in theBlueMountains.
LA’s long axis, superimposed over Sydney,would extend

from Manly to just south of Orange.
Sydney’sprimaryurbanfootprint,containing88percent

of the metropolitan population, embraced an area of
1687 sqkm in anLA-like density of 2076 people/sqkmat the
2001 Census.The urban footprint of Sydney is one-quarter
that of LA’s; Sydney’s rate of growth is one-sixth LA’s.
Sydney’s longest urban corridor is one-third that of LA’s.
Sydney could add one million residents at its current

density (ie, not requiring the fanatical pursuit of urban
consolidation policies) and still be less than one-third the

scale of present-day LA. For the record, one
million extra Sydneysiders accommodated in
low-density suburbia would require 482 sqkm
of land, or the equivalent of a square with
22km sides.
Far from turning into another LA, this

Sydney of 5.2 million residents would still
contain less people than not just current day
New York and Los Angeles, but also Chicago,
Washington, San Francisco, Dallas, Boston,
Detroit, Miami and Houston.
All these cities seem more than capable of

managing more than five million people in
low-density suburbia.
So why do planners insist on comparing

Australian suburbia with that of LA?

The answer is simple. This comparison
frightens the punters into accepting politi-
cally correct responses. After all, what would
the average Aussie Joe know about LA?
New Zealanders are genuinely concerned

that Auckland is turning into another LA, yet
this city contains barely 1.2million people; LA
is almost 15 times bigger than Auckland.
At a Local Government Association of

South Australia conference in Adelaide last
October an environmentalist warned that the
‘‘mindless suburban sprawl of Adelaide’’ was
turning that city into another LA.

Excuseme, but Adelaide adds less than 6000
people per year; LA adds 44 times this number.
Environmentalists shouldbe celebratingAdelaide as the

antithesis of LA: Adelaide is a city that has stilled; its evil
urban sprawl is a fraction of other cities.
Yet even this place is likened to the fearsome urban

bogey of Los Angeles . . . and it’s coming to get you and it
will gobble you up . . . Boo!

But there is an agenda here. Spook the masses into
thinking we are but a hair’s breadth from ‘‘turning into
another LA’’ and they will accept policy responses that
serve a dual purpose. Public monies that in another era
would have been directed to urban infrastructure cannow
be directed to far cuddlier options, such as vote buying.
Well, here are the facts. There is no city in the US, let

alone Australia, that compares with the scale of suburban
sprawl that is added to Los Angeles every year.
To insist on drawing comparisons between Australian

cities and LA merely reaffirms either brash colonial
naivety, or the hidden agenda of those who would make
such comparisons.

Of course there is a continuum that links both Adelaide
and Sydney with Los Angeles. But our cities are so far
removed fromtheLA-endof that continuumthat they can
push further for decades, indeed add millions of extra
people, before there is any credible comparison.
Could I also invite both Aucklanders and Adelaidians to

rejoin thisplanet following theirhallucinatory comparison
between their cities and Los Angeles?

Bernard Salt is a partner with KPMG
bsalt@kpmg.com.au

Sophisticated Investors 
to Profit from Coogee

Development
• New residential land sub-division 

at Coogee.

• Anticipated returns of 45% to 50%
over an estimated 2 year 
development period.

• Opportunity for additional returns
subject to the development 
achieving certain profit levels.

• Minimum Investment - $25,000.

• Investors receive priority return of 
capital and distribution of profit 
before any distribution to developers 
or other parties.

• Secured by mortgage over sub-division.

• Close proximity to the recently 
approved $500 million Port Coogee 
Marina project.

• Will close quickly due to early 
strong demand.

At Centro Financial Synergy Group we specialise in providing high net worth investors
with well-researched investments that combine security of capital and excellent returns. 

FreeCall Centro Financial Synergy Group on 

1800-CENTRO (1800 236 876) 
for information

The general information contained herein does not take into account your particular objectives, needs or financial 
situation. Before making a decision regarding the acquisition or disposal of a Financial Product you should assess
whether the advice is appropriate to your objectives, needs or financial situation. This offer is solely for qualified
investors under Section 708 Corporations Act. Centro Financial Synergy Group (ABN 40 099 980 346) Australian

Financial Services License No 219817 Registered Life Insurance Brokers. Finance Brokers Licence No 1404

271a Nicholson Road, Shenton Park WA 6008.
P: (08) 6380 1956  M: 0419 919 713  E: Info@centrofsg.com
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Calendar
July 29-August 22

29 What: PCA Western Australia local
government breakfast
Where: Swan Room, Parmelia Hilton, Mill St,
Perth, 7.00am

30 What: Eric Parker Travelling Scholarship
annual dinner. Special speaker John
Daubney of Rice Daubney
Where: Royal Motor Yacht Club, Toronto,
NSW, 6.30pm

1 What: Process: Peter Woolard of 101
Architecture, Philip Harmer of Harmer
Architecture and Cameron Neil and
Christopher Idle of Neil & Idle Architecture
Where: Loop, 23 Meyers Place, Melbourne

2 What: ABS retail trade figures for June 2005
released

3 What: ABS building approvals figures for
June 2005 released

4 What: GPT 2005 half-year profit result,
Investa 2004-05 full-year profit result

5 What: PCA ACT 2005 awards night and gala
ball presented by St Hilliers
Where: National Museum of Australia,
Lawson Crescent, Acton Peninsula, 7.30pm

8 What: Bunnings Warehouse Property Trust
and Centro Properties Group 2004-05 full-
year profit results

9 What: ABS housing finance figures for June

10 What: Stockland 2004-05 full-year result
What: PCA Victoria office market report
breakfast
Where: Mayfair Ballroom, Grand Hyatt
Melbourne, Level 8, 123 Collins St, 7.30am

17 What: CFS Gandel, Commonwealth Property
Office Fund, Leighton Holdings, Lend Lease,
Macquarie DDR 2004-05 full-year results

18 What: Macquarie Office Trust and Multiplex
2004-05 full-year profit results

19 What: Mirvac and Valad 2004-05 results

22 What: Galileo Shopping America and
Macquarie CountryWide 2004-05 full-year
profit results
What: PCA Queensland downtown lunch
with Labor Leader Kim Beazley
Where: Grand Ballroom, Sofitel Brisbane,
249 Turbot St, 12.30pm
primedates@theaustralian.com.au

Common laws needed as billions are tied up by bad debts

Kim Lovegrove

Despite some
improvements
bad debts are
still crippling the
industry

BADand tardy debt in the building industrymust be
costing the country billions of dollars a year. There
areparts of the industry thathavea culture of tardy

payment, paying scant regard to contractual terms.
Typically, building contracts provide that payments

have to be made in anything from 10 to 30 days.
Wishful thinking indeed. People we know in the

building industry frequently complain that the normal
turnaround time can be 60 to 90 days.
This is a malaise in the construction industry.
To digress a little, I was at a famous old Madrid

restaurant four years ago, and seated next to my wife
and me was a distinguished German couple.
We exchanged pleasantries, the gentlemanmentioned

he was in engineering and did some business in
Australia. But he planned to abort all business dealings
here because it took six months to get paid.

‘‘Don’t be alarmed,’’ I said. ‘‘That’s not unusual. You
don’t need to close operations for that reason alone. In
Australiaagreatmanybusinessespay lateandonlyafter
considerable prompting. Just be a better prompter.’’
Whether one is dealing with builders, subcontractors

or suppliers, a large percentage of bills are paid late.
Tardy payment contaminates the entire construction
food chain and can wreak havoc. The late-payment

syndrome has also spawned a huge amount of debt-
chasing infrastructure.Whether the company is large or
small, the most critical operative is the financial
controller who gets the bills out, then gets payment in.
Most companies have comprehensive money-chasing

systems: seven-day, 14-day, 30-day letters; phone calls;
repeat phone calls; dummy summonses; threats and
more threats. Some of the systems are conventional and
some are not (such as limb realignment).
Imagine the cost of stationery, postage, human

resources, interest on overdue accounts, union interven-
tion to exact payment, lawyers, debtor agencies and the
write-offs. It would be well into billions of dollars
annually.
The magnitude of the problem is such that it has

become more than endemic; it has become systemic.
Hence thedisquietharbouredby theGermanengineer.

He thought there was something so wrong that he felt
compelled to close his operations. But it dependswhether
you are looking through German or antipodean lenses.
The legal profession is not immune from the tardy or

bad-debt syndrome, but it can protect itself by the
operation of trust accounts. Pay the money into an
account before we can act.
The building industry has not to date been able to do

this. This being the case an environment has been
established where last-resort measures such as aggres-
sive union activity and the threats and enactment of
black banning on building sites can be found.
The most ominous downside of all this is that when

there is an economic contraction in the industry, such as
now, the longer a client takes to pay, the further exposed
the creditor is.
A good contractor, doing good work, who is owed

money, stillhas topaycreditorsandemployees,even ifhe
is subject to the ‘‘drip feed’’. The drip feed, or the 90 per
cent factor, is well known in the building industry.
These expressions were coined when payments were

late and/or when only part-payment made.
Sometimes, it’s when the job is finished and the final

payment is withheld, along with the reassurance that if
you want the money, we’ll see you in court.
When the payment delays increase, the contractor’s

risk of insolvency becomes real, not just for that party
but also for those in the chain depending on that
contractor. So what’s the cure?
There have been attempts, most notably security-for-

payment legislation enacted in a number of Australian
jurisdictions. In NSW new legislation appears to be
working well and there have been more than 300

determinations. Anecdotally, the NSW experience is
improving the tardy-payment culture.
Compare this with Victoria, where there have only

been a handful of determinations.

The problem there seems to be the difficulty with
enforceability of applications for security for payment.

As the Victorian legislation has in large part proved to
be benign, there is reluctance on the part of contractors
to resort to the legislation, hence the uptake is low.
There are, however, amendments going through the

Victorian Parliament that, hopefully, will cure some of
the legislative impediments.

It would help if there was a harmonised approached to
security-for-payment legislation, where best-practice
laws are applied. The differences between the state acts
are anything but useful.

With one construction industry serving 20 million
people, the country can ill afford the luxury of different
state acts dealing with a common problem. Some laws
are clearly working and some are spluttering.

In an ideal world a uniform approach would exist to deal
with a crippling problem that does not respect borders.

Kim Lovegrove is a lawyer with Lovegrove Solicitors
lovegrovesolicitors@bigpond.com
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LA likeness lingers in la-la land
TALE OF TWO CITIES – SYDNEY AND LOS ANGLES

74km

212km

L.A.

Sydney

Sydney Harbor LA motorway

Bernard Salt

Likening
Sydney’s size
and growth to
Los Angeles’
does not bare
close scrutiny

THERE it sits, sprawled along the Pacific
Coast oozing east and spilling south thrust-
ing into valleys and cramming into canyons,
smiting and consuming all that would stand

in its way.
It is the beast, it is the behemoth; it delivers on the

planner’s promise of Armageddon in our time; it is the
shock city of the 20th century; it is Los Angeles.
Here is a city of breathtaking proportions, every one of

them bad. Here is a city blasphemously named for ‘‘the
angels’’ when it should have been named for the demons.
Here is a city universally, no, feverishly, condemned by

urbanplanners everywhere for its scale, its form, its values
and its very existence.
Despite our revulsionwithLosAngeles, this city radiates

sufficient cultural power to command us to learn the
minutiae of its geography.
Beverly Hills is for the rich and 90210 is its zip code;

Melrose and Sunset are hip strips; RodeoDrive is where a
Pretty Woman once shopped; the OC is a county of
youthful indulgences. We have even, like, totally learned
the valley-speak dialect of this city’s suburbs.
Perhaps it is because of LA’s extraordinary cultural

power that it is so reviled by remote Australian planners,
ever eager to assert their independence froma truly global
metropolis.
After all, the gospel according to St Aussie’s urban

planners is that if we do not repent from our wicked and
profligate suburban sprawl and adopt policies of urban
consolidation,ourcities toowillmost surelybedamned like
the fallen and godless city of the angels: ‘‘You wouldn’t
want our cities being defiled by low-density suburbia and
turned into another Los Angeles, would you?’’
Spooked by planners’ invocation of the LA spectre, the

masses clamour for the politically correct response: ‘‘Oh
no Mr Planner, we don’t want our cities turning into
another LA. Please save, protect and anoint uswith urban
growth boundaries. And should any non-believing prop-
erty developers fail to embrace your light then you must
tax them until they too believe.’’
It is time to shed light into the dark and fetid corner of

the type of planning zealotry that predicts disaster, of Los-
Angelean proportions, for Australian cities practising
unsafe development without the protection of an urban
growth boundary.
Let usmeasure our largest city,Sydney, and compare its

sprawl with that of LA. Let us see how close to eternal
damnation this sprawling city of sin is sailing.
First, let us measure ‘‘the beast’’.
LA’s urban mass comprises five counties with a com-

binedpopulationof 17.5millionatJuly2004,up260,000or1.5
per cent over the previous year.
New York is bigger with 21.9 million and Phoenix is

growing faster with an annual increase of 3.4 per cent.
But where LA truly separates itself from the pack is in

the scale of its urban form.
It extends 212km along an east-west axis, its primary

urban footprint containing 89 per cent of themetropolitan
population covered 7287 sqkm at a density of exactly 2000
persons a square kilometre at the time of the 2000 Census.

Thenext fastest-growingUScityaddingnewresidents is
Phoenix,which increasedby 122,100people over theyear to
July 2004.
In otherwords, last yearLAaddedmore thandouble the

number of people than did the next highest-ranked
American city in terms of absolute growth.
We Australians also have huge cities. Sydney, with

4.2million residents, is nowpowering ahead at theungodly
speed of, wait for it, 34,000 people or 0.8 per cent per year.
If we add Newcastle and Wollongong to the Sydney

leviathan the current rate of population growth across the
conurbation surges to 40,000 per year.

‘‘It’s only a matter of time before Sydney turns into
another Los Angeles. Repent now and embrace urban
growth boundaries now before it is too late.’’
But this scarey comparison between Sydney and the

Western World’s biggest, meanest and nastiest car-based
city, LA, just doesn’t stack up.
Sydney’s contiguous suburban sprawl extends at best, or

worst, 74kmfromManly toLawson in theBlueMountains.
LA’s long axis, superimposed over Sydney,would extend

from Manly to just south of Orange.
Sydney’sprimaryurbanfootprint,containing88percent

of the metropolitan population, embraced an area of
1687 sqkm in anLA-like density of 2076 people/sqkmat the
2001 Census.The urban footprint of Sydney is one-quarter
that of LA’s; Sydney’s rate of growth is one-sixth LA’s.
Sydney’s longest urban corridor is one-third that of LA’s.
Sydney could add one million residents at its current

density (ie, not requiring the fanatical pursuit of urban
consolidation policies) and still be less than one-third the

scale of present-day LA. For the record, one
million extra Sydneysiders accommodated in
low-density suburbia would require 482 sqkm
of land, or the equivalent of a square with
22km sides.
Far from turning into another LA, this

Sydney of 5.2 million residents would still
contain less people than not just current day
New York and Los Angeles, but also Chicago,
Washington, San Francisco, Dallas, Boston,
Detroit, Miami and Houston.
All these cities seem more than capable of

managing more than five million people in
low-density suburbia.
So why do planners insist on comparing

Australian suburbia with that of LA?

The answer is simple. This comparison
frightens the punters into accepting politi-
cally correct responses. After all, what would
the average Aussie Joe know about LA?
New Zealanders are genuinely concerned

that Auckland is turning into another LA, yet
this city contains barely 1.2million people; LA
is almost 15 times bigger than Auckland.
At a Local Government Association of

South Australia conference in Adelaide last
October an environmentalist warned that the
‘‘mindless suburban sprawl of Adelaide’’ was
turning that city into another LA.

Excuseme, but Adelaide adds less than 6000
people per year; LA adds 44 times this number.
Environmentalists shouldbe celebratingAdelaide as the

antithesis of LA: Adelaide is a city that has stilled; its evil
urban sprawl is a fraction of other cities.
Yet even this place is likened to the fearsome urban

bogey of Los Angeles . . . and it’s coming to get you and it
will gobble you up . . . Boo!

But there is an agenda here. Spook the masses into
thinking we are but a hair’s breadth from ‘‘turning into
another LA’’ and they will accept policy responses that
serve a dual purpose. Public monies that in another era
would have been directed to urban infrastructure cannow
be directed to far cuddlier options, such as vote buying.
Well, here are the facts. There is no city in the US, let

alone Australia, that compares with the scale of suburban
sprawl that is added to Los Angeles every year.
To insist on drawing comparisons between Australian

cities and LA merely reaffirms either brash colonial
naivety, or the hidden agenda of those who would make
such comparisons.

Of course there is a continuum that links both Adelaide
and Sydney with Los Angeles. But our cities are so far
removed fromtheLA-endof that continuumthat they can
push further for decades, indeed add millions of extra
people, before there is any credible comparison.
Could I also invite both Aucklanders and Adelaidians to

rejoin thisplanet following theirhallucinatory comparison
between their cities and Los Angeles?

Bernard Salt is a partner with KPMG
bsalt@kpmg.com.au

Sophisticated Investors 
to Profit from Coogee

Development
• New residential land sub-division 

at Coogee.

• Anticipated returns of 45% to 50%
over an estimated 2 year 
development period.

• Opportunity for additional returns
subject to the development 
achieving certain profit levels.

• Minimum Investment - $25,000.

• Investors receive priority return of 
capital and distribution of profit 
before any distribution to developers 
or other parties.

• Secured by mortgage over sub-division.

• Close proximity to the recently 
approved $500 million Port Coogee 
Marina project.

• Will close quickly due to early 
strong demand.

At Centro Financial Synergy Group we specialise in providing high net worth investors
with well-researched investments that combine security of capital and excellent returns. 

FreeCall Centro Financial Synergy Group on 

1800-CENTRO (1800 236 876) 
for information

The general information contained herein does not take into account your particular objectives, needs or financial 
situation. Before making a decision regarding the acquisition or disposal of a Financial Product you should assess
whether the advice is appropriate to your objectives, needs or financial situation. This offer is solely for qualified
investors under Section 708 Corporations Act. Centro Financial Synergy Group (ABN 40 099 980 346) Australian

Financial Services License No 219817 Registered Life Insurance Brokers. Finance Brokers Licence No 1404

271a Nicholson Road, Shenton Park WA 6008.
P: (08) 6380 1956  M: 0419 919 713  E: Info@centrofsg.com
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